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provide first
class transport

expect   
optimal care

Noah’s ark of the skies
Great or small, domesticated or not, we are experts in transporting live animals across the world. When we handle 
priceless thoroughbreds, international-calibre polo horses and high performance sled dogs, we afford them just 
as much care as you would. We have also become renowned for our expertise in carrying a large variety of more 
exotic live animals such as giraffes, alpacas, white tigers as well as white rhinos; each of which require the 
highest attention and specialist care. No wonder our fleet is sometimes described as Noah’s Ark of the skies.
To safeguard the welfare of the animals we carry by affording them the safety, comfort and security that they 
deserve, we handle them with special care and in full compliance with the IATA Live Animal Regulations (LAR) 
and the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).

Noah’s ark of the skies.

over 50
years of experience
in handling live 
animals

90horses per freighter 
Can carry up to 

on our 747-8F

Your benefits with CV alive
Qualified staff, high professional standards and 
special care

EU-certified veterinary station at the LUX hub with 
fully certified border inspection post, veterinary 
services and holding space for any animals

Accommodation  in a contained and noise 
protected area with temperature and lighting 
controls adjustable to suit different species

Moving of animals directly from the plane to the animal 
station at LUX hub with no waiting time on tarmac

Close and personal attention from qualified animal 
handlers and attendants

Groom accommodation

Member of IPATA & ATA – ensuring the humane 
transport of pets and other animals

Member of UFW – advocating against illegal 
wildlife trade



The Cargolux advantage
Dedicated fleet of modern 747-8 and 747-400 
freighters  designed to accomodate all types of 
commodities on the same flight

A large portfolio of worldwide scheduled, charter 
and interline destinations

Non-stop long haul flights 

More than 85 offices in over 55 countries worldwide

Worldwide overroad carriage to connect our online 
gateways to final destinations.  

Consistent handling standards worldwide with a 
global network of partners

High-quality service offering at our hub in 
Luxembourg, one of Europe’s most advanced and 
best equipped airfreight handling centers

Automated shipment tracking and tracing on our 
website and on mobile devices

Contact us
americas@cargolux.com 
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The availability of specific conditions and requirements for your particular routing need to be confirmed with your local Cargolux contact. 

Cross-divisional experts that plan, guide and supervize 
the transportation of your live animal shipment, available 
network-wide and 24/7.

to ensure an appropriate environment 
for your animals

A dedicated Team

Equine expertise
We regularly transport invaluable racehorses, giving 
a new meaning to the term ‘special handling’, and 
regard each animal as a special responsibility. We 
transport about 3,000 horses a year; with up to three 
horses per horse stall (HMC), we can carry up to 
84 horses on our Boeing 747-400 freighters and up to 
90 on the 747-8F, both of which are equipped with 
multi-zone air-conditioning systems.
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+4°C to +29°C

independently controlled 
temperature zones

Watch our CV alive video!
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